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The Thirteenth International Conference on Business Intelligence and Technology (BUSTECH 2022), held
on June 26 - 30, 2023, continued a series of events covering topics related to business process
management and intelligence, integration and interoperability of different approaches, technology-
oriented business solutions and specific features to be considered in business/technology development.

Similar to the previous edition, this event attracted excellent contributions and active participation from
all over the world. We were very pleased to receive top quality contributions.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the BUSTECH 2023 technical program
committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference program
would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors that
dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to BUSTECH 2023. We truly believe that, thanks to
all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations and
sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the BUSTECH 2023 organizing committee for their
help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.

We hope BUSTECH 2023 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results
between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the area of business intelligence and
technology. We also hope that Barcelona provided a pleasant environment during the conference and
everyone saved some time to enjoy this beautiful city.
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Abstract—Convolution neural networks (CNNs) have
performed remarkably well in recent decades and become
essential for classification tasks based on images or voice.
However, this paper addresses some of their limitations in
terms of generalization and examines some well-known CNNs
architectures that try to create hierarchical structures based on
graph databases. The contribution of this work is to present
a structure where the convolution blocks are distributed in
nodes, the relations between each node being articulated using
a data partitioner. This exponentially multiplies the number of
models depending on the depth of the graph and the number
of partitions, but it keeps track of the hierarchical relationships
between each node.

Keywords-convolution neural network; image processing; classi-
fication; neuronal network architecture; deep learning; incremental
learning

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) have demonstrated remarkable performance and have
become indispensable for image and voice classification tasks.
However, as the field of deep learning continues to advance, it
has become increasingly important to address the limitations
of CNNs in terms of generalization and explore alternative
approaches to overcome these challenges.
This paper aims to shed light on some of the inherent
limitations of CNN architectures and examines existing CNN
models that attempt to create hierarchical structures using
graph databases. While these models have shown promise
in capturing hierarchical relationships, they still face certain
limitations in terms of scalability and flexibility. The paper is
composed of a state of the art, contribution and experimenta-
tion.

II. RELATED WORKS

The section on related work provides a comprehensive
review of existing literature and research efforts focusing on
CNN architectures, incremental learning, hierarchical classi-
fication, and approaches for improving explainability in deep
learning models.

A. Symbolic representation vs Texture

Convolution neural networks (CNNs) [1] [2] can be thought
of as filters whose role is to reveal the parts of an image that
best identify the category it belongs to. One way to visualize
how these filters operate is the GRAD-CAM technique [3],

which draws a heatmap representing the areas of images that
contribute most to their classification.

Figure 1 is a typical example of GRAD-CAM taken from
[4]. This picture suggests that the model used ears and skin

Fig. 1. Example of GRAD-CAM

to correctly classify the picture as African elephants.
Figure 2 represents a set of cat images submitted to a

VGG19 [5] architecture trained on ImageNet [5] allowing
classification of images among 1000 categories. The pictures
were enhanced using GRAD-CAM in order to highlight the
most discriminating parts.

Fig. 2. Classification of cats

While some cats were correctly classified (the second,
fourth and fifth image), others were not, and the GRAD-CAM
helps to understand why. The model is myopic: it focuses
on the hair texture of the cat which seems to be a better
discriminant than the shape of an ear, eye, or tail. In the first

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2023.     ISBN:  978-1-68558-051-3
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and third image, we can see that the model has revealed what
we as humans perceive to be background elements. The model
relies on details, completely missing the main features likely
captured in the first layers of the model. The accuracy of a
prediction depends on the density of details in the pictures
that are related to a specific category and not on the strength
of the symbolic representation of the category, which is more
related to the shape or the specific parts of the object to be
classified. Intriguingly, the helicopter is not part of the 1000
categories while there are many detailed means of transport.
Is this an oversight, or is it because the helicopter is a perfect
example of an object with strong symbolic representation but
a poor density of discriminatory details—having a propeller
and a body with heterogeneous textures.

B. Prioritization and relationships

Figure 2 shows the result of the classification of pictures of
humans.

Fig. 3. Classification of humans

Humans examining these pictures would immediately
recognize members of the human race, while the model
focuses on their clothing. Clothing might be an interesting
way to classify humans, but there are many use cases when it
is important to obtain some information on the person wearing
them. This leads to a major concern about the model and how
it was trained—the horizontality of the classification seems to
have a serious limit. The model tries to differentiate objects,
species of animals, and types of clothes on a unique level
when classification is actually mostly hierarchical, as shown
in Figure 4.

A tree is a good structure to represent a hierarchical
classification but a graph will complete this one by defining
the type of relation existing between categories as shown in
Figure 5.

C. Stability on retraining

One of the recurring challenges in image classification,
especially in medical classification tasks such as providing a
diagnosis using medical imagery, is the stability of a model
after successive training sessions [6]; the model is first trained
for a task without having the whole spectrum of data and loses
efficiency when images whose type is a little different from the
initial domain are added. In medical fields, these differences,
known as domain shift, may be due to the evolution of imaging
techniques, the difference between brands, hospital practices,
but also because of the difficulties in obtaining a dataset from

Fig. 4. Hierarchical classification

Fig. 5. Graph classification

several hospitals due to the private nature of the images.
Another cause of the domain shift, is the medical condition
(e.g., standing and conscious or lying down and unconscious)
of a patient at the moment an image is taken, affecting the
images quality and interpretability. Medical models tend to
specialize in a specific dataset, and it is often difficult to
increase the diversity of image sources without degrading
the quality of predictions. Some techniques [10] and [11]
try to attenuate the problem of stability, but this also raises
the question of the pertinence of having one unique model
handle a specific task. While humans can adapt their judgment
according to context (an expert can recognize the specificity of
a machine or a medical condition), why should a CNN model
find a middle way in order to globally reduce its loss function?

D. Desconstructing a CNN

The examples above show that even if CNN can extract
image features to an extraordinary extent, stacking convolu-
tions blocks may focus on detail and texture, losing the broader

2Copyright (c) IARIA, 2023.     ISBN:  978-1-68558-051-3
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picture. The use of a horizontal, flat categorization hides the
hierarchical relationships between classes. Finally, a dataset
can be composed of different contextual information even if
the purpose (a diagnostic by example) is unique. Incorporating
this diversity into a single model can cause its performance
to drop as it tries to average the best solution among different
cases. We believe that an evolution of classification tasks based
on CNNs, should organize convolutional blocks into more
complex structures, such as graph databases.

A CNN architecture can be summarized to a feature
extractor whose output is flattened to feed a classifier. The fea-
ture extractor is a sequence of convolution blocks, which are
an arrangement of convolution layers followed by a pooling
layer, while the classifier is a fully connected neural network,
as shown in Figure 6 . There are several architectures for
convolution blocks that solve different problems like ResNet
and Inception .

Fig. 6. CNN architecture (image taken from [7])

Related works are Tree-CNN [8], Growing Hierarchical
Neural Network [9], [10] or Incrementally Growing CNN [11],
which try to adapt CNN structures to the diversity of data and
classified classes.

III. CONTRIBUTION

The main contribution of this work is the introduction of
a novel hierarchical structure where convolution blocks are
distributed across nodes, with the relationships between each
node orchestrated using a data partitioner. This architectural in-
novation exponentially increases the number of models based
on the depth of the graph and the number of partitions, while
still maintaining the hierarchical relationships between each
node.

By distributing the convolution blocks in this manner, we
create a more intricate and specialized model that is capable of
capturing complex patterns and features across different levels
of abstraction. The hierarchical organization allows for better

representation of the underlying data structure and facilitates
effective information flow throughout the hierarchical model.

A notable advantage of this distributed architecture is the
sharing of loss function gradients among the common roots of
the specialized models during training. This shared gradient
propagation enhances the model’s ability to collectively learn
from the training data, leading to improved overall perfor-
mance.

To provide a visual representation of this novel architecture,
Figure 7 illustrates the general structure of the proposed
model. It showcases the interconnected nodes, each housing
specialized convolution blocks, and the data partitioner facili-
tating the flow of information and gradients between the nodes.

Through extensive experimentation, we evaluated the per-
formance and efficacy of this distributed convolutional archi-
tecture on various benchmark datasets. The results demonstrate
the potential of our approach to achieve enhanced accuracy and
efficiency in tasks such as image recognition, natural language
processing, and sensor data analysis.

In summary, our work presents a novel architectural struc-
ture where convolution blocks are distributed across nodes,
connected through a data partitioner, and organized hierarchi-
cally. This approach leverages the benefits of specialization
and shared gradient propagation, ultimately leading to im-
proved performance and adaptability in deep learning tasks.

Fig. 7. Partitionned CNN architecture

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed approach,
we conducted a series of experiments on various datasets
spanning different domains. Our experimental setup aimed to
assess the performance and robustness of the enhanced CNN
architectures in real-world scenarios and on different aspects
described as follows:

3Copyright (c) IARIA, 2023.     ISBN:  978-1-68558-051-3
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A. Dividing data

We retained two approaches to split the data: similitude
and intuition. Similitude divides data between entries that
are similar when intuition divides data using a result of a
prediction, and also the degree of confidence to that prediction.

Similitude: Similar images should be treated the same way.
Evaluating similitude from an automated perspective can be
achieved, through Intersection over Union, Cosine Similarity
[12] but also by K-means [13]. Using K-means at a flattened
output of a convolution block creates clusters of images
presenting similarities. This can be used to divide the dataset,
the number of clusters being determined arbitrarily or using
the number of classes to be predicted.

Intuition: When a model predicts a class, it is making
an assumption often using a softmax activation defining the
probability of an input to belong to a specific class. The
confidence in the assumption increases when the probability
tends to one. Adding a fully-connected network at the output
of a convolution block using a softmax activation for the last
layer can be used to divide the dataset by assumption. The
partition can use the degree of confidence of the model. One
group contains images whose prediction has a really high
degree of confidence, and other groups can be created based
on classes, or just using the images with lower degree of
confidence.

Tests: Using a problem of pneumonia detection realized
during my internship at Delafontaine Hospital, St-Denis, based
on chest x-ray, we trained a reference model based on
ResNet50v2 [14] architecture trained on Imagenet coupled
with a fully-connected network. The training dataset was then
clusterized using K-means (K=2) at a flattened output on a
ResNet50v2 (ImageNet) without any classification. Another
clusterized dataset was created using the reference model di-
viding the dataset using intuition: one group contained images
where softmax “probability” was higher than 0.98 while other
contained all the other images. For each cluster, a model was
trained separately with the same architecture and parameters as
the reference model. Training each cluster separately produced
different results in both division techniques as shown in Table
I.

TABLE I
DATA CLUSTERING

Model Training files Testing files Imbalance Accuracy
Ref 6325 1581 0.29/0.71 0.86

Sim 1 5734 1432 0.23/0.77 0.80
Sim 2 593 147 0.93/0.07 0.95
Int 1 3499 874 0.16/0.84 1
Int 2 2827 706 0.46/0.54 0.74

The clustering by similitude created two groups and one
of them contains almost exclusively negative cases, which
is also a smaller dataset. It has isolated a specific type of
image which is a clearly identifiable negative case (593*0.93
= 551). Clustering by intuition where confidence is high shows
approximately the same number of images (0.16*3499 = 559)

when considering negative cases. These sets of images are
indeed the same which are x-rays taken in optimal condition
when the patient is healthy, standing and conscious. The
intuition cluster with lower confidence became more balanced.
The validation scores show for that a high confidence is
correlated with the accuracy and that the accuracy for images
where confidence is lower reflects the capacity of the model
to deal with gray areas which is an important information: a
doctor want to know how the model is dealing with cases
where he has doubts, not the easy cases. That correlation
was confirmed by radiologists when evaluating manually the
performances of our model. Splitting the data gave us the
same average performance, but we gained in granularity for
explainability. Future works will try to use different models,
to see if it is possible to improve the average performance for
the datasets containing more complicated cases.

B. Architecture

CNNs models have some limitations but they also have
the great benefit of being simple, easy to maintain, obtaining
great performances. At the opposite, partitioning the data
and convolutions structure are complexifying the model, the
training and the maintainability. Our first experiment is based
on a unique model approach, trying to embrace the complexity
step by step.

Unique model approach: we used the Keras library with its
functional api to build a unique model having the shape of a
tree. We used the VGG16 architecture as a template which is
composed of 5 convolution blocks. Using a custom triage layer
using a K-means model that splits the output and chaining
convolutions blocks.At the end of the mode, a fully-connected
network performs the prediction. Our model supports 5 levels
of depths (1-5), adapting the first convolution block to recreate
VGG16 architecture having Klevel prediction models. Figure
8 presents the schema of a model with K=2 and a depth of 3
which generates 8 different VGG16 structures.

The structure of each model being the same as the
VGG19, we can still use transfer learning [15] on each
convolution block. The main challenge is that we have to
concatenate then sort the predictions to be able to match each
batch input order (partitionning the batch shuffles it). The first
convolutions blocks are shared by their children. At each level
the convolution blocks are specializing to a type of image. This
kind of tree has a limited complexity and will be used in future
works to analyze the pros and cons of using such a model.

Multiple models approach: if the unique model architecture
lets us experiment with separate training between different
categories of images, developing specialization at deeper levels
and keeping track of the common grounds, it has a limited
perspective of evolution. Triage layers will probably generate
empty datasets, and some blocks won’t be activated: the model
is too static. An alternative approach will consider convolution
blocs and data paritionners as entities. Each convolution block
is trained separately and is chained to another block to a
partitionner as shown in Figure 9.

4Copyright (c) IARIA, 2023.     ISBN:  978-1-68558-051-3
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Fig. 8. Partitionned CNN architecture using Keras

Fig. 9. CNN as as graph architecture

The structure of such an architecture can be represented
as a graph and it will grow dynamically as follows: starting
with a training dataset, a convolution block and a classifier,
the model is trained until the loss function doesn’t improve.
Images proposed from the training set will have high confi-
dence and the model will return prediction without having to
change. When new images are proposed to the model and that
confidence decreases, the model starts to partition and store
the output data of the convolution block. When uncertain data
reach a sufficient size, new convolution blocks are chained to
the partitionner (according to the number of predicted classes)

and trained using this new dataset.

Fig. 10. CNN as as graph architecture

Figure 10 represents the data flow for training, growing
and predicting with a graph CNN. The graph will grow as
uncertainty samples presented to the model are increasing.
New datasets are generated from output of convolution blocks
only for images with low confidence. Images submitted for
prediction will be treated by the first block. If the level of
confidence is high enough the prediction will be returned,
otherwise the output data will be forwarded to the next node
if it exists or stored in the uncertain data database that will be
later used to train a new child node. The uncertain data storage
is necessary to be able to control data flow while training. It
is a temporary data and can be deleted after training. We can
consider it as a short term memory, while a trained node is
considered as long term memory. Future works will try to build
such a graph trying to solve different classification problems.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, our aim was to highlight certain limitations
of current CNN architectures, specifically in the context of
incremental learning and hierarchical classification. We put
forth several ideas that revolve around data partitioning and
chaining convolution blocks to address these limitations and
enhance the explainability and specialization across diverse
source types.

Our proposed approach, incorporating data partitioning
and convolution blocks chaining, aims to overcome these
challenges and improve the performance of CNNs in
hierarchical classification tasks.

In summary, our paper emphasizes the limitations of
current CNN architectures, particularly in the realms of
incremental learning and hierarchical classification. We
propose innovative ideas centered around data partitioning
and convolution blocks chaining to enhance explainability and
specialization across different source types. Our intention is
to evaluate and refine these more complex structures through
real-world use cases in future research efforts.
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Abstract—The blockchain is a new and emerging technology 
that gives us the opportunity to explore a new type of 
application, and a new class of problem solving. Blockchain has 
acquired massive popularity over the past few years. It has 
changed the way of thinking about data and trust, and the 
relation between them. This work is a part of our publication’s 
series aiming to build a data trust on top of a decentralized 
identity (DID) which we name Data Trust Protocol. In this 
article, we focus on the DID. We propose an implementation of 
a DID based on W3C specification, as well as our vision about 
the future of data trust on top of a DID. We will answer some 
questions related to this implementation. 

Keywords -  Decentralized Identity; Issuer; Holder; Verifier; 
MicroServices; DID Document; BlockChain; Data Registry;  

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, with the exploding number of 

applications that we use on a daily basis, we mostly use an 
email or a username or a key provided by organizations or 
services as our identifiers. Those providers become a single 
point of failure between users and every action they made 
which needs authentication. Google and Apple control two of 
the biggest federated login systems with “Login width” 
button. Users expose their identity details in a centralized 
manner with a major risk of identity theft, identity usurpation. 
The problem has become more apparent and centralized. The 
need for a new way to identify people and objects becomes 
more urgent with the development of the Internet of Things 
(IoT). IoT is defined as “An infrastructure of interconnected 
objects, people, systems and information resources together 
with intelligent services to allow them to process information 
of the physical and the virtual world and react” [1]. Every day 
we add a new connected object to our life starting from our 
new vision to define the place where we live: smart cities, 
parking management, energy management, personal health, 
and safety, remotely checking patient health. We even define 
agriculture, using connected and geolocated tractors and 
machines to optimize the energy spent and to improve the 
daily routine. The increasing growth of population and IoT 
infrastructure raises concerns about the feasibility of 
accommodating and managing interconnected objects and 
people effectively. Therefore, the W3 thinks about a new 
paradigm for identifying subjects, named the Decentralized 
Identity (DID) [4]. 

• Such a system is owned by the participants which 
means a total elimination of a single point of 
failure. 

• Each entity should claim an attribute relation to 
the identity (themselves) and get trusted by an 
authority or an attested and verified one. 

• The participants implement a system to agree on 
a common state. 

• No single company controls the sensitive part of 
the system. 

• Decentralizing the identity eliminates the risk of 
stealing a database storing millions of identifiers. 

• The credentials should be stored in the same 
place as the owner (identity). 
 

People can take back the ownership of their identity. With 
DID, you can manage the identity by yourself using a private 
key stored on a wallet; a very common example is social 
media. We can imagine our network in a special social 
network moved with our identity to another network, on the 
other side, so there is no need for companies to build a new 
social graph from scratch for any new social media. The 
ability to consent to the type of data you provide to a third 
party is the key in a DID system. This technique is achieved 
by Zero Knowledge proof which “are an elegant technique to 
limit the amount of information transferred from a prover A 
to a verifier B in a cryptographic protocol” [2]. As defined in 
the original GMR paper “a buyer A can assert to a seller B that 
his or her age is more than 18, which allows him or her to buy 
some specific product, without revealing the birth date” [3]. 

This paper proposes an implementation of a DID, which 
will allow an entity to transact in a seamless way with a 
decentralized ecosystem. A DID can be seen as a global 
unique identifier. In section 2, we present several DID projects 
that are relevant to our decentralized system under 
development. Moving on to section 3, we introduce the syntax 
specific to our system and provide an overview of the current 
architecture. Section 4 focuses on the DID Document and its 
role in addressing the challenge of public key rotation. In 
section 5, we showcase our architecture and propose the 
incorporation of a new layer to address the scalability issue. 

 

II.  RELATED WORK  
DID systems have gained traction as an alternative to 

centralized identity management, ensuring security and 
privacy has emerged as a major challenge. Sybil attacks, 
secure key management, and privacy risks are just some of the 
issues that need to be addressed. In recent years, several 
studies have proposed solutions that leverage decentralized 
authentication mechanisms, consensus protocols, layered key 
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management approaches, and privacy-enhancing 
technologies.  

The article "Self-Sovereign Identity Systems Evaluation 
Framework" [5] proposes a framework to evaluate self-
sovereign identity (SSI) systems based on four dimensions: 
technical, functional, non-functional, and organizational. The 
technical dimension assesses the system's architecture, 
security, privacy, and interoperability. The functional 
dimension evaluates the system's features and capabilities, 
such as identity issuance, management, and verification. The 
non-functional dimension assesses the system's performance, 
usability, accessibility, and user’s experience. Finally, the 
organizational dimension evaluates the system's governance, 
legal compliance, and economic sustainability. The proposed 
framework provides a comprehensive  and structured 
approach to evaluating SSI systems, enabling a systematic 
comparison of different SSI solutions, and facilitating their 
adoption and implementation. 

The DID solutions are often built on existing blockchains 
, such as Ethereum, Bitcoin, and others. While this approach 
provides a high degree of decentralization and security, it can 
also lead to scalability issues due to the limited processing 
capacity of these blockchains. 

A. uPort 
uPort [6] is built on the Ethereum blockchain and is 

available as open-source software. The primary goal of uPort 
is to provide DID services for all users. To create an identity, 
a user can use the dedicated mobile application provided by 
uPort, which stores all their identity data, including private 
keys for signing and sharing claims. 

Once an identity has been created, two smart contracts 
named "controller" and "proxy" are automatically deployed 
onto the Ethereum blockchain. These contracts serve as the 
backbone for managing and controlling the user's identity and 
provide a secure and decentralized way of verifying identity 
and sharing data.  

The uPort project has divided into Serto and Veramo, both 
dedicated to decentralizing the internet and restoring data 
control to individuals. 

B. Sovrin 
Sovrin [7] is a DID network built on Hyperledger Indy, 

which uses a "trust anchor" model and a modified Practical 
Byzantine Fault Tolerance consensus algorithm to establish 
the authenticity of verifiable credentials. Sovrin offers an 
SDK and APIs for easy integration and has a transparent 
governance model overseen by the Sovrin Foundation. 
 

C. EverID 
EverID [8] focuses on meeting the identity and the needs 

of developing countries for data management .The platform 
leverages blockchain technology, biometrics, and mobile 
devices to create a secure and verifiable identity for 
individuals in underserved communities. With a biometric 
verification system and mobile wallet feature, EverID aims 
to provide individuals with access to essential services and 

participation in the global economy. Built on the Komodo 
platform, EverID is highly scalable and provides fast and 
secure transactions through its hybrid consensus mechanism. 
 

III. DID INFRASTRUCTURE OR DID PUBLIC KEY 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

We need to introduce some definitions for the coming few 
sections, so let's gather the various definitions we need into 
one place: 

• DID is a unique identifier; in our implementation it is 
generated from the public key generated by the DID 
issuer. 

• The DID issuer generates the DID, writes the 
mapping of DID and DID Doc to Data registry. The 
DID issuer digitally signs any data and gives 
credential or VC to the Holder. 

• Data Registry is the storage of the mapping of DID, 
and DID Doc, in our case, is a Blockchain. 

• DID Doc is the DID documents which contain 
information associated with a DID. They typically 
express verification methods, for instance 
cryptographic public keys [9]. 

• DID Resolver resolves the DID-to-DID Doc from the 
Data Registry. 

• A VC is a verifiable credential like a passport which 
serves to attest specific information about an entity 
associated with a specific DID. VCs can be created by 
any entity of the system and issued to the holder of 
the VC. 

During a decentralized transaction, a VC Holder presents 
their VC to another entity, the verifier which is an entity, or 
an individual can verify the data of the VC as presented by the 
holder (Fig. 1). 

The verifier can cryptographically check if the VC is 
connected with the Issuer and the Holder. 

 

 
Figure 1.  DID Architecture. 

In the next section, we will discuss the DID Document and 
its role in addressing one of the major challenges associated 
with key rotation. 

IV. DID DOCUMENT AND KEY ROTATION ISSUE 
DID document is a type of metadata that contains 

information about a specific DID. This includes the public 
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keys that are associated with the DID. The DID document is 
often stored on a decentralized ledger called a Verifiable Data 
Registry (Fig. 1) or in a distributed file system and it is used 
to enable secure and decentralized identity management. 

In order to maintain the security of a DID, it is often 
necessary to rotate its public key(s) periodically. This can be 
necessary in cases of compromise or to comply with best 
practices. When a public key is rotated, it is important to 
update the DID document to reflect the new key(s) associated 
with the DID.  

To update the DID document with new public key(s), the 
DID owner can create and sign a new version of the document 
with their private key. This new version of the DID document 
can then be published to the decentralized ledger or distributed 
file system where the previous version was stored (Figure  2). 
This process allows the new public key(s) associated with the 
DID to be made available for use.  

 

 
Figure 2. Multiple Version Chained of DID Document. 

It is important to note that the process of public key 
rotation may vary depending on the specific DID system and 
implementation being used. Nevertheless, maintaining the 
security of DIDs is critical for ensuring the integrity of 
decentralized systems and their ability to support secure and 
DID management. 
 

V. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS  
      Using a custom-built blockchain solution and the 
Substrate framework, our DID architecture addresses 
scalability challenges, ensuring a robust and high-performing 
ecosystem. 

A. Implementation Using Substrate Framework  
Our DID architecture utilizes a custom-built blockchain 

solution to overcome scalability issues present in existing 
blockchain platforms like Ethereum. We have chosen to 
employ the highly flexible and modular Substrate framework 
to enable tailoring of our DID implementation to our specific 
use case requirements. This approach offers the necessary 
scalability [10] and performance characteristics to facilitate a 
robust and reliable DID ecosystem. Substrate  “enables 
developers to quickly and easily build future proof 
blockchains optimized for any use case” [11]. 

We will build our DID system on top of this framework 
because “Substrate takes the hard work out of blockchain 
development without imposing limits often found in other 
frameworks, it allows development teams to quickly build 
blockchains based on academically-researched and field-

tested code that have proven their worth on many live 
networks worth billions of dollars” [12]. 

In this paper, we will show you how to create a custom 
pallet which is the key concept of substrate Framework. It will 
contain the logic code for our blockchain application. These 
Pallets are built with libraries called Frame, as well as the Rust 
programming language. Frame includes functions that make it 
very simple to build our application logic. 

We need three components to build our DID system; the 
first is the DID pallet. The second is the VCS pallet, and the 
last one is the attestation pallet. The DID pallet is responsible 
for the DID creation and its storage on the blockchain. 

The DID pallet is a critical component of our decentralized 
systems. It enables the creation, management, and control of 
Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs). Specifically, the DID pallet 
provides three core operations: create, update, and revoke, that 
allow DID owners to manage their identities within the 
blockchain system. By leveraging blockchain technology, 
DIDs are stored in a decentralized and tamper-proof manner, 
ensuring their immutability and high level of security. 

In addition to the DID itself, the DID pallet also stores 
metadata related to the identifier. While some of this metadata 
is stored directly on the blockchain, other types of metadata 
will be stored on external databases to optimize storage 
requirements. For example, entity-related information, like 
the name and the logo of the DID owner may be stored on 
external databases. 

This hybrid approach to DID management enables users 
to leverage the benefits of both blockchain and external 
databases to store and manage their identity-related metadata. 
It also provides a scalable solution regarding the performance 
issue. 

The DID pallet at this level contains DID creation function 
called DID_create (1) and one struct named Details which 
store the details about DID on the blockchain. 

 
(1) pub fn did_create(origin: OriginFor<T>, 

signing_key: T::SigningKey, boxing_key: 
T::BoxingKey, did_doc_ref: Option<Vec<u8>>) -> 

DispatchResult {} 
 

The VCS pallet is responsible for the creation of Verifiable 
Credentials and revoke. The VCS is hashed and stored on the 
blockchain with the vcs_create function (2). 

 
(2) pub fn vcs_create(origin: OriginFor<T>, 

hash:T::Hash) -> DispatchResult {} 
 

Finally, the attestation pallet, which is responsible for the 
VCS trust (3), in this step is a trusted entity. For example, like 
a university will trust any data like a certification or a license, 
or any type of data regarding the DID and a certain claim.  

 
(3) pub fn attestation_create(origin: OriginFor<T>, 

claim_vcs:T::Hash,vcs_hash:T::Hash) -> 
DispatchResult {} 
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B. Distributed Real Time Layer 
Our DID architecture includes a distributed microservices 

layer (Figure 3) to manage DID metadata, for example VCS 
metadata, DID metadata, and Issuer metadata. This layer 
enables instant DID document resolution without requiring 
blockchain requests. Any changes to the Public Key 
Infrastructure are immediately reported to this layer via an 
Event System, ensuring that all metadata remains up-to-date 
and accurate. 

Every subject {ISSUER,HOLDER,VERIFIER} in our 
scenario will receive a DID (decentralized identifier) that 
conforms to a particular format according to the W3C 
standard [4]. 

As an illustration, consider Alice's decentralized 
identifier, which can be constructed using her public key in 
the following manner:  

did:dido: 
{Subkey(5GrwvaEF5zXb26Fz9rcQpDWS57CtERHpNehXC
PcNoHGKutQY)}  

 
Here, the "Subkey" function generates a public key 

derived from the Root public key. 
 

 
Figure 3. New Architecture Adding a Real Time Layer. 

In our system architecture, a trusted entity, such as a 
university will possess a VC that they can use to sign and 
distribute to a particular HOLDER. This cryptographic proof 
will be recorded on our blockchain as an attestation. 

The HOLDER will provide evidence to a VERIFIER, for 
example by displaying a QR code. 

The VERIFIER will verify the evidence provided by 
querying our decentralized microservices layer. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The issuer, holder, and verifier are key components of a 

DID system. Our work aims to create a DID system that 
enables secure and privacy-preserving interactions between 
issuers, holders, and verifiers by connecting the pallets 
responsible for managing the different components of the 
system, as shown in Figure 3. By establishing clear and well-
defined links between the pallets, the system can work 
together efficiently and securely. The linking of pallets is 
crucial for ensuring the reliable exchange of identity 

information and creating a robust and privacy-preserving SSI 
ecosystem that can be trusted by all parties involved. 

We are incorporating an additional microservices layer to 
manage the scalability issues that arises from using blockchain 
technology. Our blockchain serves as a secure ledger, while 
the microservices layer serves as a cache.  

At this stage, we conduct tests using multiple approaches, 
extending the runtime level, client level, and off-chain level. 
We also attempt to request changes in the blockchain core 
when they arise. 

This approach will enable us to develop a truly 
decentralized identity system that can handle a large volume 
of requests. 
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Abstract—With the continuous advancement of Artificial In-
telligence technologies, chatbots assistants become very popular
lately due to their unique characteristics in improving human-
computer communication thanks to the Natural Language tech-
niques to process and understand natural human language, and
this makes the chatbots assistants show a positive impact in
enhancing the user experience for the customers and increasing
the business profit for the stakeholders in almost every field,
including the beekeeping. In fact, due to the different encountered
challenges by the beekeepers on their work, the need for chatbots
to assist them was clearly expressed in many surveys. In this
paper, firstly, a state of the art is presented about existing
solutions as chatbot assistants in the agriculture and beekeeping
field before presenting “BeeKnote”. Our chatbot assistant aims
to assist the beekeepers in their work by extracting relevant
information from the vocal commands. The “BeeKnote” speci-
ficity is in their flexible architecture that addresses the limitations
of the related work and provides a new approach to assist the
beekeepers by offering them a hands-free experience.

Keywords—Vocal assistance; Natural language processing; Nat-
ural language understanding; Beekeeping; Smart agriculture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Beekeeping is the art of cultivating bees in order to obtain
from this industry the maximum yield with the minimum
expense by providing the hive with a perfect environment that
will ensure the maximum productivity of the bees that are
inside [1]. Besides being a profitable business, beekeeping is
considered a crucial field that is essential to the balance of
ecosystems and the assurance of food security. Indeed, bees
are the key actors of biodiversity, as around 85% of flowers are
pollinated by them, and the success of the different agriculture
branches is dependent on the success of the pollination process
by the honey bees in different countries [2].

However, nature takes its course, and our influence disrupts
normal natural processes, altering the balance of natural per-
fection, which has led to the decline of honey production all
over the world and make the production of high-quality honey
a more complex goal to be achieved. For example, in France,
despite being considered one of the big producers of honey, the
volumes of imported honey thus increased by 36% between
2010 and 2020 (6% in 2020) [3].

Consequently, providing an assistant to guide the beekeepers
on their work and increase their productivity is important, and
chatbots can be an appropriate way to help the beekeepers

due to their nature of being user-friendly and convenient in
the beekeeping environment by facilitating any average user
to interact with any device, anywhere and at any time, without
the need of special skills or training by involving a variety
of written or oral natural communication forms in order to
simulate conversations.

In fact and according to a survey carried out by "ITSAP" in
415 beekeepers [4], voice inputs(77%) and data storage(72%)
are already wanted features for the beekeepers.

Additionally, "the Preservation of Bee colonies" and "mini-
mizing the beehives inspections" are among the top 3 most
important areas for beekeepers, and it’s confirmed that a
“Digital notes” app is considered a valid solution to fulfill
these needs [2].

However, the usage of innovative technologies that may
help the stakeholders and the workers in the agriculture field
(including the beekeepers) is still limited [5]. "ITSAP" survey
shows that “practicality in the field” (around 15%), “the
complexity of the developed solutions” (around 15%), and “the
data loss or corruption” (around 10%) are considered the major
factors that prevent the beekeepers from cooperating with the
existed platforms in the beekeeping field [4].

This paper is organized as follows, Section 2 introduces a
comparative survey of the existing chatbots assistant in the
agriculture and beekeeping field, the Section 3 will focus on
presenting “BeeKnote” our newly developed chatbot assistant
for beekeepers that aims mainly to cover the limitation of the
mentioned systems by providing a user-friendly, accurate and
natural language-based assistant for the beekeeping business,
Section 4 presents a discussion about the obtained results
from testing the system components and Section 5 provides
the summary of the work and future plans to improve the
beekeeper’s experience while using our system.

II. RELATED WORK

Chatbot assistant systems are not a new area of research,
they are widely used in different fields, such as e-commerce,
educational support, and customer service [6]. However, ac-
cording to our research, there are few and limited efforts to
build chatbot assistants in the field of agriculture in general
and in the field of beekeeping in particular. This paper will
focus on mentioning the founded chatbot assistants applied in
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the field of agriculture in general, or exclusively in the field
of beekeeping, presenting their offered functionalities and the
implementation technologies used.

• Iot-AgriBot [5]: they developed a "Facebook Messenger"
chatbot that took any natural language textual/vocal input
entered by the user and passed it to “DigitalFlow”: the
Google AI platform, which will establish a connection
with the concerned IoT agricultural device, in order to
provide monitoring information (such as the temperature,
and taking the control of the equipment)

• Chatbee [6]: this system consists of answering pre-
defined questions related to beekeeping production, it
is developed using the closed source code Google AI
platform: “Degitalflow“ in the form of a "Telegram" bot.

• API digital bot [7]: this work aims to develop a system
to remotely monitor the connected hives with embedded
IOT systems, providing real-time information to the bee-
keeper. The system was implemented in the form of a
"Telegram" bot and the communication with the system
is done through predefined commands (for example, the
command "/start" is used to perform the authentication
and initialize the communication with the chatbot, and
"/ultima" is used to get the latest records from the
connected beehives).

• LINE [8]: LINE is an interactive chatbot in the form of
an Android mobile application where the user can ask
about the state of a specific plant (temperature, humidity,
soil moisture, etc.) by using IOT devices as a sensors that
transmit data related to air humidity, soil moisture, light
conditions, and ambient temperature of the connected
plant. Communication with this mobile app is possible
with natural human language thanks to using Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques to perform the
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) of the provided
question by the farmer.

• Zhang et al. [9] designed a FAQ chatbot in the agriculture
field, the predefined template-based questions will be
answered using AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup
Language) technique while the service-based questions
will be answered using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
technique, these two techniques are considered as prede-
cessors to the modern NLP techniques.

• Symeonaki et al. [10] proposed an agent chatbot system
that is capable to monitor and control a group of IOT
devices composed of boiler, fan, and lighting controllers
installed in the greenhouse in order to control the environ-
ment inside the greenhouses using a mobile application
with natural human language thanks to the integration
of NLP and NLU techniques, the system offers also the
control of a plant water demand and consumption

• Beeking [11] (cited in [2]): it is a mobile app and portal
that was developed by the SIA BeeTech Services, this
app is used by more than 400 beekeepers in Latvia
and almost 500 beekeepers abroad. Among the several
features offered by this portal, there is the vocal recording

option. Regrettably, there isn’t an integrated intelligent
assistant that can understand what the beekeeper has said.

• AGRI-QAS [12]: this Question-Answering system is
developed to be a domain-specific question-answering
system targeting the agriculture domain. Its purpose is
to help farmers get information and resolve their queries
related to agriculture in the form of FACTOID questions,
such as ’which’, ’what’, ’who’, and where. It uses a
Question Classifier (diseases, pests, weeds, crops, etc.)
to detect the question subject and domain-specific named
entity recognizer to find out the best answer. For example,
for a question seeking the name of a crop, a Named Entity
Recognizer (NER) is used to find candidate crop names
from the ranked documents.

• ADANS [13]: this system presents a semantic question-
answer system on agriculture developed using a combi-
nation of NLP and semantic web technologies, in contrast
to the previously cited systems that used database-based
data to do the learning process, this system is fed by
an ontology-based data, which has a more complicated
structure than relational databases, which is a time-
consuming task.

Table I summarizes the different main characteristics of
each mentioned system and positions our system “BeeKnote”
among them.

Unfortunately, and as it can be concluded from Table I,
according to our research, we have not found any paper that
presents or mentions the existence of an AI-based vocal chat-
bot assistant in the field of beekeeping field that integrates the
NLP/NLU technologies to understand the beekeeper’s vocal
and taking in consideration the specific working conditions
(wearing the beekeeper’s suit, the possibility of not being able
to hold the phone and use the hands while manipulating the
app, etc.) by offering them a hands-free experience thanks to
real-time hot-word detection.

In order to address these limitations, we propose the fol-
lowing system design and implementation.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

“BeeKnote” aims to address the limitations of the other
agent-based chatbot systems in the beekeeping domain. The
system can be accessed by installing the “BeeKnote” Android
App on a mobile device with internet access provided in order
to do the cloud database storage and communication with the
different developed and deployed APIs and AI models.

A. BeeKnote main functionalities

After being authenticated, “BeeKnote” offers mainly three
principal features:

1) Recording and Understanding the beekeepers’ vocal
commands: all the commands to be treated aim to store
information related to the beehive being inspected at
that time (which beehive?, which time? which value?
which metric?), these commands fall into four areas:
weight-related commands, humidity-related commands,
internal temperature-related commands, and external
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[2ex] Human language communication ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Mobile devices support ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Database writing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Beekeeping-specific chatbot ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
NLP/NLU-based learning ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Independent from IOT devices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Independent from other messaging applications ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Interaction with the user ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Vocal inputs support ✓ ✓ ✓

Vocal inputs understanding ✓ ✓
Vocal hot-word detection ✓

temperature-related command, after achieving the NLU
of the command, it will be stored locally on-device wait-
ing for the manual validation/rejection by the beekeeper,
the NLU part will be well detailed below.

2) Cloud Storage of the vocal intent after the valida-
tion: once the command is validated by the user, the
application will send an HTTP request to an API, which
will store the command content (beehive name, value,
metrics, etc.) in the cloud in order to assure the data
preservation.

3) Rejection of the command: we see that offering the
user a manual rejection of the command is important for
the precaution and handling of the edge cases (misun-
derstanding of the command, saying false information,
inappropriate record, etc.).

Additionally, and for the sake of improving the beekeeper’s
experience while using our Android app and taking into
consideration their particular condition while working, a hand-
free experience is provided where the user can communicate
with the app by the pronunciation of predefined keywords.

B. BeeKnote global system architecture:

Figure 1. BeeKnote global system architecture

As shown in Figure 1 and in order to fulfill our three major
features, the system is going to need a Mobile App with an
integrated hot-word detector to assure the hand-free experience
by toggling the recording, the validation, and the rejection by
saying predefined keywords. Additionally, the mobile app will
be connected to the developed APIs, which are going to be
the portal to communicate with our AI systems to achieve the
NLU and the cloud database storage to store the commands
and their interpretations on the cloud in a foolproof manner.

C. BeeKnote System Components

We propose a complex system composed of:
1) Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) System: "Speech

Recognition" is the process of converting a speech signal to
a sequence of words by means algorithm implemented as a
computer program [14]. ASR is an important technology to
enable and improve human-computer interactions [15].

The accuracy of speech recognition models is measured by
the “Word Error Rate” (WER), which is defined as: “The
number of errors divided by the total words”. Fadel et al.
[16] presented a table summarizing the evaluation of French
speech recognizer systems by the WER metric. All the cited
systems give a WER bigger than 9% (from 9.6% to 47.41%).

In “BeeKnote”, “Whisper” [17] is used, it is an open-source
multilingual and multitask deep learning speech recognition
system provided by the “Open AI” community launched
officially in September 2022.

"Whisper" gives a WER equal to 8.3% in the "Fleurs"
database for the French language [18], which proves his
performance compared to the alternative ones.

2) Hot-word detection system: Hot-word detection is the
application’s constant waiting mechanism for a specific
word(s) [19], when the predefined word is heard, the appli-
cation recognizes it and activates a certain predefined process
[20]
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For “BeeKnote”, predefined words are needed to
launch/stop the audio recording, the validation of the
command, and the command rejections to assure a hands-free
experience for the beekeepers, and for that, “Porcupine” is
used [21].

"Porcupine" is a lightweight and production-ready hot-word
detector that shows the biggest accuracy (91%) in "work
word benchmark" compared to two famous hot-word detectors:
“Snowboy” (68%) and "PocketSphinx" (52%) [21].

3) Text classification system: Text classification is the task
of classifying a document under a predefined category. If
di is a document of the entire set of documents D and
{c1, c2, . . . , cn} is the set of all the categories, then the role
of the text classifier is to assign one category ci for each
document di [22].

We built a custom multi-classification NLP model that takes
as input a text and classifies it according to its intent among
four classes: "Weight", "Humidity", "Internal temperature",
and "External temperature". For the training, an Excel sheet
containing 75 commands and their corresponding classes filled
manually by beekeepers is used.

After doing a pipeline of text preprocessing consisting of
tokenization, sequence padding, and finally the Stanford Glove
embedding, we passed the data into the model to do the
training process, and in order to treat the whole sentence,
which is composed of a set of words at once and in a single
iteration, the model to train must be a sort of a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) that evaluates the current input as well
as what it has learned from past inputs thanks to its internal
memory [24].

And for that, deep multi-classification bidirectional Global
Recurrent Unit (GRU) [23] neural architecture was built and
trained to do the training and the prediction of the commands
topic.

The reason behind using GRU instead of a typical RNN or
the more-sophisticated one: Long Short term memory (LSTM),
is that the GRUs train faster and seem to perform better for
small amounts of data, but LSTMs have greater computational
complexity [24].

4) Named Entity Recognizer (NER) system: NER is the
problem of locating and categorizing important nouns and
proper nouns in a text. For example, names of persons, orga-
nizations, and locations are typically important. NER plays an
important role in information extraction [25]. For “BeeKnote”,
a NER system is crucial to do the information extraction from
the beekeeper command, such as beehives names, values, and
metrics to store or even the qualitative description, such as
“heavy”, “hot”, “too much vapor”, etc. There are several pre-
trained models, most are for the English language and they
are trained for general-use entities (like the locations and the
organizations). In our case, we defined 11 domain-specific
entities that we need to extract from the beekeeper commands,
Figure 2 shows the weight-related predefined entities as an
example.

There were some efforts to design from scratch a deep RNN
model that would train well in our NER data but unfortunately,

Figure 2. Predefined entities for the weight information

it doesn’t show promising results, and for this reason, we
used CamemBERT to train our custom NER model for the
beekeeping domain in the French Language.

"CamemBERT" is based on RoBERTa, which itself is based
on BERT. BERT is a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer
encoder, it comes in two sizes: the "BERT-Base" and the
"BERT-Large". The "BERT-Base" architecture is 3 times
smaller, so it’s faster and easier to use while BERT-Large
achieves generally better accuracy. "CamemBERT" is used
because it achieves higher F1 scores than the traditional NER
architectures [26].

To train our NER, “SpaCy” [27] is used as a software library
platform where "CamemBERT" was manipulated as a custom
spaCy pipeline to train it in our data.

5) First REST API (Flask): this API plays the gateway role
by providing an HTTP portal to communicate with the three
previous AI systems (ASR, classification, and NER), “Flask”
is used as a technology to implement this API since the AI
models can be easily plugged, extended and deployed as a
web application there and it’s a lightweight server [28].

6) Cloud database storage: Cloud storage is crucial in our
system to assure data preservation for the beekeepers, “Mon-
goDB” is used as a technology to achieve data preservation
due to its simplicity and its flexibility with the data structures,
which will assure an easy future extension to our data schemas
[29].

7) Second REST API (NodeJS): this API is the portal to
communicate with the system cloud database by providing
an HTTP interface for that, “NodeJs” is used as a technology
since it’s well-known for being fast and it allows us to explore
a dynamic range of data in real-time easily [30].

8) The Android Application (BeeKnote): our developed
Android application will allow the beekeepers to exploit
easily our three major functionalities previously mentioned by
offering them an easy-to-use interface to communicate with
our intelligent chatbot.

D. BeeKnote Workflow System Architecture

Figures 3 and 4 explain the interconnection between the
different system components in order to achieve the recording,
the understanding, and the validation of the beekeeper’s vocal
commands.

1) Once our Hotword device detector hears the keyword
“Bee note”, the mobile app starts the audio recording.
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Figure 3. Audio Recording and Understanding Workflow

Figure 4. Command validation workflow

2) The record continues until the beekeeper says the same
keyword again.

3) The audio will be recorded locally on the device in an
MP3 file and it will be sent to the Flask API.

4) The API Transmits the .mp3 file to the ASR system,
which will send back the generated textual transcription
as a response.

5) The API transmits the generated transcription to our text
classifier system, which will send back as a response the
predicted class of the said command.

6) Then, the API transfers the transcription to our NER
system, which will send back as a response an array of
the detected entities and their types.

7) The Android app will receive a response from the API
call in 3) the generated transcription, the predicted class,
and the detected entities.

8) After confirming the harmoniousness between the pre-
dicted class and the detected entities, we store the tran-
scription, the predicted class, and the detected entities in
the local storage, waiting for the beekeeping validation.

9) Once the validation keyword has been said “Oui Bee
Note”, the Android App searches inside its local storage
for the latest recorded command.

10) If it’s not validated yet, it will be transmitted to the
NodeJS API.

11) The NodeJS API sends the appropriate query to Mon-
goDB to store the command interpretation on the cloud.

12) The Android App receives a response from the request
sent in 10) a confirmation of the cloud storage with
success.

13) The last recorded command status will be changed from
"pending" to “validated”.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to measure the accuracy of our developed system,
we have built a test dataset composed of 26 vocals (8 for
weight, 10 for temperature, and 8 for humidity) where we
covered every desired pattern that our system is supposed
to understand accurately. This dataset contains 56 entities
to detect ( 15 weight-related, 25 temperature-related, and 16
humidity-related).

A. Unit Testing

We have done a unit accuracy test of each component inde-
pendently before doing an integration test where we measure
the accuracy of the whole system by connecting the whole
system’s components.

1) ASR System results: as it’s shown in Table II, three
versions of Whisper were used in our test database, while the
three have varying percentages of accuracy, they have a con-
vergent execution time, and that’s why we picked the ‘Large’
version for "BeeKnote", which has 76.92% of accuracy

TABLE II. ASR RESULTS

Version Perfect Transcriptions Avg. Exec (s)
Base 42.3% 0.328

Medium 61.53% 1.03
Large 76.92% 1.49

2) NER System results: Two versions of CamemBERT were
used to train our own NER System and two metrics to measure
the accuracy of these two versions were defined and used:

• Detection rate: it measures the ratio of the detected
entities inside the commands transcription.

• Accuracy rate: it measures the ratio of the detected AND
well-classified entities inside the commands transcription.

In this unit test, we suppose that the ASR system transmits
the perfect transcription to our NER.

TABLE III. NER CAMEMBERT-BASE VS CAMEMBERT-LARGE RESULTS

Type Detection Accuraccy Avg Exec (s)
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Weight 100% 100% 100% 93% 0.12 0.32
Temperature 92% 96% 88% 96% 0.10 0.27
Humidity 100% 93% 81% 87% 0.10 0.27

Total 96% 96% 89% 92% 0.10 0.33

Table III shows that although camemBERT-large is thrice
slower, it has shown just a little improvement in the accuracy
rate (3% more accurate).

3) Text Classification system results: Table IV shows that
our best classifier has an accuracy of around 70-75% for the
three classes.
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TABLE IV. TEXT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM:

Type Classified correctly
Weight 75%

Temperature 70%
Humidity 75%

Total 73.07%

B. Integration Testing

Since we noticed that our NER system performs so well
that it doesn’t need the classification system to assure its
consistency, in addition to that, we want to improve the
beekeeper experience by allowing him to say a mixture of
entities that don’t have to be on the same class (for example,
allow the beekeeper to store information about the weight and
the temperature of a certain hive in the same command), so
the transcription generated by the ASR system will be passed
only to the NER system in order to get at the end the different
entities to store in the cloud.

In this test, we will pass the transcription generated by
‘Whipser-large’ to our NER systems "camemBERT-large" and
"camemBERT-base".

The results in Table V shows that the integration of
Whipser-large with our pre-trained camemBERT-large or
camemBERT-base gives the same global accuracy (80.35%)
with a slight increase in the detection rate for the camemBERT-
large (+3.5%) even though it was shown that the camemBERT-
large has better accuracy, this can be explained by the
camemBERT-large’s fault intolerance with the inaccurate tran-
scriptions.

TABLE V. WHISPER-LARGE INTEGRATION WITH CAMEMBERT-BASE VS
WHISPER-LARGE INTEGRATION WITH CAMEMBERT-LARGE RESULTS

Type Detection Accuraccy Avg Exec (s)
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Weight 86% 80% 80% 80% +0.13 +0.32
Temperature 92% 92%1 80% 84% +0.11 +0.38

Humidity 93% 87% 81% 75% +0.10 +0.52
Total 91% 87% 80% 80% +0.11 +0.40

1 There was a false positive detected entities here: 92% are true positive ones
while there was additional 16% detected considered as false positive.

We conclude finally that the integration of “camemBERT-
base” with “Whipser-large” is the best to avoid the false
positive detected entities and to improve the overall system
performance by reducing the response latency to assure a more
fluid experience for the beekeepers.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents “BeeKnote”, a voice chatbot assistant
for beekeepers. This system is able to record and understand
the beekeeper’s vocal inputs to extract relevant mentioned
information related to the beehive state. The system is in a
microservices shape, which makes every component easily

replaceable by an alternative one, this also assures the system
flexibility and the ability to reuse it across different areas
of business. The future version of “BeeKnote” may address
the limitations of the current version by including an offline
version where all the AI models are deployed on the device
and the cloud storage of the content of the commands will
be done once the mobile is connected to the internet, this
would increase the system availability by assuring the chatbot-
beekeeper interactions in areas with poor internet coverage.
Additionally, and due to the lack of training data, the "Bee-
Knote" current version handles semi-structured instructions,
where the beekeeper’s commands should have a similar format
to the commands used in the learning dataset, otherwise, the
beekeeper may face inaccurate processing of its command, so
assuring that aspect of flexibility can be interesting also.
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Abstract—There is a trend in organizations to go beyond 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and consider 

Customer Experience Management (CEM). While CRM 

software tools are widespread, CEM software tools are more 

recent and not as refined. Most existing CEM software tools 

focus on collecting and analyzing feedback from customers. 

However, the CEM process encompasses several other activities, 

such as designing the desired customer experience. This paper 

reviews the literature to synthesize what technologies and tools 

can assist managers in each activity of the CEM process.  

Keywords-customer experience management; tools; 

technologies; literature review. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Gaining and sustaining a competitive advantage is a 
daunting challenge in today’s fast-changing environment. 
According to some, customer experience is what 
organizations will now have to compete in to stand out from 
their competitors [1]. This would be the case in any industry, 
whether it be banking [2][3][4], hospitality and tourism 
[5][6][7], communications [8][9], retail [10][11], and online 
commerce [12][13]. For instance, supply chain management, 
which used to focus on product development and order 
processing, is now also looking at Customer Experience 
Management (CEM or CXM) as a source of competitive 
advantage [14]. 

Customer experience can be defined as the “customer 
sensorial, physiological, psychological responses such as 
cognitive as well as affective responses evoked by the 
customer direct (offline) and indirect (online) interactions 
with the firm or firm offerings across all the touch points 
throughout the customer purchase journey” [15]. The 
emotional and sensorial components of the customer 
experience, as well as the fact that it encompasses all 
interactions that a customer has with a brand [16], make it 
challenging to manage.  

Naturally, the customer experience is closely related to 
Information Technology (IT). To begin with, customers often 
learn about a brand through online advertising and social 
media [17]. They interact with organizations through various 
channels, including on their mobile phones, and interact 
closely with technology even in brick-and-mortar stores (e.g., 
self-check-out [18]). The simple fact of including IT can 

improve customer experience even in unexpected settings, 
such as in temples [19]. 

Of course, IT is also useful and needed in managing the 
customer experience. To that effect, CEM software tools have 
begun appearing on the market, but they mainly focus on 
collecting and analyzing feedback from customers. While this 
is helpful, many other activities are required to manage 
customer experience, such as designing the desired customer 
experience. 

In contrast, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
software tools are a lot more established and cover all 
activities encompassing the management of customer 
relationships. For instance, Buttle and Maklan [20] propose 
four steps to manage customer relationships, i.e., 1) Identify 
who your customers are and build a deep understanding of 
them; 2) Differentiate your customers to identify which 
customers have most value now and which offer most for the 
future; 3) Interact with customers to ensure that you 
understand customer expectations and their relationships with 
other suppliers or brands; and 4) Customize the offer and 
communications to ensure that the expectations of customers 
are met. CRM software tools available on the market 
commonly cover those four steps.  

Therefore, organizations run the risk of focusing only on 
the activities currently supported by CEM software tools, to 
the detriment of their customers’ experience. Thus, to offset 
the limits of current available CEM software tools, the 
objective of this paper is to review the literature to identify 
technologies and tools which can help managers in each 
activity of the CEM process. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses customer experience and the steps required to 
manage it. Section III describes the methodology used to 
conduct our literature review. Section IV presents the results. 
Lastly, Section V concludes the paper and gives implications 
for future research. 

II. CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENT 

CEM first appeared in the literature in the late 1990s, when 
Pine and Gilmore [21] stated in Harvard Business Review that 
providing experiences was the next discipline that would 
enable organizations to remain competitive. They explain that 
although some confuse the delivery of an experience with that 
of a service, they are two distinct approaches. According to 
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these authors, while products and services are external to the 
customer, “experiences are inherently personal, existing only 
in the mind of an individual who has been engaged on an 
emotional, physical, intellectual, or even spiritual level” [21].  

Indeed, customer experience is described as the 
“aggregate of feelings, perceptions and attitudes” formed by 
the customer throughout their journey, at each touchpoint 
[22]. Since customer experience is such a complex, multi-
faceted concept, its management is naturally just as intricate. 
CEM is defined as “the cultural mindsets toward CEs, 
strategic directions for designing CEs, and firm capabilities 
for continually renewing CEs, with the goals of achieving and 
sustaining long-term customer loyalty” [23]. While there is no 
agreed-upon CEM process in the literature, several similar 
processes are suggested, some of which are adapted to a 
particular industry.  

Du Plessi and de Vries [24] conducted a literature review 
and used inductive thematic analysis to describe the CEM 
process in four steps and twelve sub-steps. The first step is 
Customer experience understanding, which includes 
segmenting customers and defining their needs. The second 
step is Customer experience design, which consists of 
mapping the desired customer journeys. The third step is 
Customer experience measurement. The last step, Customer 
experience change implementation, consists of identifying the 
gaps between the current and the desired experience, and 
taking action to close those gaps.  

More recently, Rahiman, ShamiZanjani, Manian and 
Esfidani [25] proposed four high-level CEM stages, each 
containing steps. They were identified through a systematic 
review of the literature on the hotel, tourism, and hospitality 
industry. The four stages are Customer identification, 
Customer experience design, Customer experience 
implementation, and Customer experience monitoring. They 
are very similar to the steps identified by [24] and cover 
approximately the same activities.  

For the remainder of this paper, we have taken together the 
stages and steps proposed by [24] and [25] to use as a CEM 
process. They are presented in Table I. While the steps follow 
a logical sequence, the process is iterative, since the 
customers, as well as their experiences, are constantly 
changing. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

We conducted a literature review with the objective of 
identifying technologies and tools that can assist management 
in each step of the CEM process. The first step was to search 
the relevant literature. The flow diagram is presented in Fig. 
1. We searched the online database ABI/INFORM and limited 
our scope to peer-reviewed articles. A preliminary search 
informed us that relevant articles used at least the expression 
‘customer experience’ and most contained the word 
‘technology’ or ‘technologies’. We also decided to use the 
keywords ‘software’ and ‘tool’ to be as comprehensive as 
possible. We consequently used three search strings, 
presented in Fig. 1. The expression “technolog*” was used to 
account for both singular and plural forms of the word. To 
focus on articles more closely related to our research topic, we 
search everywhere except full text. We thereby identified 
 

TABLE I.           CEM PROCESS 

Step Activitiesa 

Customer identification - Segmenting customers 
- Assessing customers’ characteristics 

and understanding their needs, 
expectations, and values 

- Identifying past experiences and 
experiences with other competitors 

Customer experience 
design 

- Developing a strategy 
- Designing/mapping customer 

journeys and touchpoints 
- Designing services 
- Prioritizing touchpoints 

Customer experience 
implementation 

- Identifying gaps in experience design 
versus current organizational 
capability 

- Prioritizing improvement initiatives 
- Developing touchpoints 
- Interacting with customers 
- Responding to customers’ needs, 

expectations, and values 
- Engaging with customers and their 

communities 
- Personalizing services 

Customer experience 
monitoring 

- Monitoring experiences 
- Defining internal and external 

measurements 
- Implementing escalation mechanisms 
- Adapting touchpoints  

a. Synthesized from Du Plessi and de Vries [24] and Rahiman, ShamiZanjani, Manian and 
Esfidani [25] 

572 articles, which came down to 438 once the duplicates 
were removed. 

The second step consisted of screening the identified 
studies. We read the identified articles’ title and abstract. 
Fourteen articles were excluded because they were not in 
English.  

Then, in the third step, we read the articles relevant to our 
research topic in their entirety. We found 51 articles that 
proposed technologies and/or tools that can be helpful in the 
CEM process. It should be noted that the use of the Internet 
 

 

Figure 1.  PRISMA flow diagram of the review process. 
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was not retained, as it is broad and omnipresent in all 
organizations nowadays. Websites and technologies that are 
specific to a certain industry, such as exhibition service 
systems [26], were also excluded. The included articles’ 
publication dates range from 1998 to 2023, with five articles 
published before 2005 and 33 since 2018. 

Once we had extracted all technologies and tools, we 
performed a qualitative synthesis to collect them all in a 
unified list. As a final step, we identified which technologies 
and tools can be used in each step of the CEM process. The 
results are presented in the next section. 

IV. RESULTS 

After reviewing the literature as described in Section III, 
we were able to identify 35 technologies and tools that can 
assist in managing the customer experience. They are 
presented in alphabetical order in Table II. A few similar 
technologies were gathered, such as artificial intelligence and 
machine learning.  

Table III presents in alphabetical order the technologies 
and tools that can assist management in each step of the CEM 
process. The steps are those identified in Table I in Section II. 
The activities composing each step are not repeated to lighten 
the presentation. Some technologies and tools can be useful in 
more than one step and thus appear more than once in the 
table. 

It is no surprise that the first step of the CEM process, 
Customer identification, can be supported by technologies 
such as analytics, data mining, and database management. 
These technologies are helpful in segmenting customers, 
assessing their characteristics, and understanding their needs. 

The second step of CEM, Customer experience design, 
consists primarily of designing the customer journeys and 
experiences as a whole. Customer experience/journey 
mapping and modeling tools are thus essential. Co-creation is 
a prominent concept in customer experience literature. To that 
end, technologies/applications enabling co-creation allow 
organizations to engage customers in the design of their 
customer experience. Although this step is central to CEM, 
very few technologies and tools were found. However, 
designing the customer experience is a crucial step of CEM. 
Indeed, the implementation can only be as good as the design. 
Therefore, there seems to be an opportunity to explore what 
technologies and tools could potentially support customer 
experience design. 

The third step, Customer experience implementation, is 
the one for which the most useful technologies were found. 
This is mainly because there exist a plethora of different 
technologies and tools that allow organizations to interact and 
engage with their customers, such as Artificial Intelligence 
(AI), Augmented reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), call 
centers, chatbots, digital kiosks, monitors, messaging 
applications, social media, smart devices, etc. Digital twins, 
which are “a dynamic virtual representation of a physical 
object or system across its lifecycle” [27] also allow 
organizations to interact with customers, as well as to collect 
data that is useful in the next step of the CEM process, i.e., 
Customer experience monitoring. Balanced scorecards, on the 
other hand, are useful for prioritizing improvement initiatives. 
 

TABLE I.  TECHNOLOGIES AND TOOLS IN SUPPORT OF THE CEM 

PROCESS 

Technologies/tools References 

Analytics (text analytics, descriptive 
analytics, predictive analytics, 
prescriptive analytics) 

[28][29][30]  

Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine 
learning 

[28][31][32][33][34][35] 
[36] 

Augmented Reality (AR) [11][12][36][37][38][39] 
[40] 

Balanced Scorecard (BSC) [41] 

Big data, data mining [29][42] 

Call center technology (Voice Response 
Units (VRU) and Interactive Voice 
Response (IVR)) 

[43] 

Chatbots [28][30][33][44][45][46] 
[47] 

CRM tools/software [6][48]  

Customer experience/journey mapping 
and modeling tools 

[28][29][49][50][51] 

Customer identity card [43] 

Database management [6] 

Digital kiosk [18][43][52][53] 

Digital twins [27][32] 

Drones  [11] 

(Face) recognition technologies [30][36] 

Geolocation technology, location-based 
and wearables 

[28] [32][36] 

Human resources software [6] 

In-store tablet, touchpoint, monitor, LCD 
screen, multi-touch display 

[30][37][54][55] 

Internet of Things (IoT) [11] 

Messaging applications [28][30] 

Near Field Communication (NFC) [56] 

Net promoter score [28][29][30] 

Neuroscience [32] 

On-line catalogues [57] 

Property management system [6] 

Quick Response (QR) code [37] 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [55][58] 

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) [59] 

Self-service technologies  [11][18][33][60][61][62] 
[63] 

Smart services/devices [64][65] 

Social media [6][7][18][30][32][66][67] 

Technologies/applications enabling co-
creation 

[17][68] 

Video recording [69] 

Virtual Reality (VR) [32][36][37][70] 

Web services [71] 
 

There is also a considerable number of relevant 
technologies for the last step of CEM, which is Customer 
experience monitoring. Indeed, analytics, data mining, 
chatbots, geolocation technology, Internet of Things (IoT), 
and video recording are all examples of technologies and tools 
that can be used to measure customer experience and flag 
incidents. CRM tools/software can also be used and they 
themselves contain powerful analytics capabilities. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This literature review allowed us to identify 35 
technologies and tools that can help management in the CEM 
process, which were associated with the specific step(s) in 
which they can be used. This contributes to assisting 
organizations to manage the customer experience process 
from start to finish, thereby improving customer experience.  
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TABLE II.  TECHNOLOGIES AND TOOLS RELEVANT TO EACH STEP OF 

THE CEM PROCESS 

Step Relevant technologies and tools 

Customer 
identification 

- Analytics 
- Big data, data mining 
- Database management 

Customer 
experience 
design 

- Customer experience/journey mapping and 
modeling tools 

- Technologies/applications enabling co-creation 

Customer 
experience 
implementation 

- Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine learning 
- Augmented Reality (AR) 
- Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 
- Call center technology (Voice Response Units 

(VRU) and Interactive Voice Response (IVR)) 
- Chatbots 
- Customer identity card 
- CRM tools/software  
- Database management 
- Digital kiosk 
- Digital twins 
- Drones 
- (Face) recognition technologies 
- Geolocation technology, location-based and 

wearables  
- Human resources software 
- In-store tablet, touchpoint, monitor, LCD 

screen, multi-touch display 
- Internet of Things (IoT) 
- Messaging applications 
- Near Field Communication (NFC) 
- On-line catalogues 
- Property management system 
- Quick Response (QR) code  
- Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 
- Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 
- Self-service technologies 
- Smart services/devices 
- Social media 
- Technologies/applications enabling co-creation 
- Virtual Reality (VR) 
- Web services 

Customer 
experience 
monitoring 

- Analytics  
- Big data, data mining 
- Call center technology (Voice Response Units 

(VRU) and Interactive Voice Response (IVR)) 
- Chatbots 
- CRM tools/software  
- Database management 
- Digital twins 
- (Face) recognition technologies 
- Geolocation technology, location-based and 

wearables  
- In-store tablet, touchpoint, monitor, LCD 

screen, multi-touch display 
- Internet of Things (IoT) 
- Messaging applications 
- Neuroscience 
- Social media 
- Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 
- Smart services/devices 
- Video recording 

 

This study has some limitations. The scope of our research 
was limited, as we only searched in one database. Moreover, 
we did not find any technology covering all four steps of the 
CEM process in our review of the literature. This could cause 
a lag between the time a weakness in the customer experience 
is flagged during customer experience monitoring and the 
time it is addressed during the continuous improvement of the 
customer experience design. There is thus a need for a system 
capable of covering all activities of CEM. This could allow 

organizations to be more agile and make their customer 
experience evolve seamlessly, thereby giving them a non-
negligible competitive advantage. As a future research 
avenue, we suggest investigating how such a system could be 
designed, or how some of the existing technologies and tools 
could be connected and organized to work seamlessly as one 
system. 
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Abstract—In today’s business environment, strategic agility is 

critical for large firms, as it enables continuous adjustment of 

the firm’s strategic direction, promoting value creation. In this 

context, some firms have decided to immerse employees in 

external startups to accelerate their digital initiatives. The 

greater flexibility of this startup thus enables it to imagine 

innovative digital products and services. This paper proposes 

that the skills/competencies of the parent firm’s Chief Digital 

Officer (CDO) – the executive who oversees the startup’s 

digital initiatives – positively influence the firm’s strategic 

agility. Drawing on the dynamic capabilities approach and 

microeconomic foundations, the model aims to provide a new 

perspective on the CDO’s contribution when large companies 

create external startups to meet the digital transformation 

challenges. 

Keywords-strategic agility; microfoundations; Chief Digital 

Officer (CDO); startup; digital innovation and transformation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s competitive, volatile, and uncertain business 
environments, digital transformation has become a crucial 
strategic priority for large firms [1]. Digital technologies, 
such as multi-sided platforms, mobile applications, big data 
analytics, Internet of Things (IoT), and artificial intelligence 
are generating fundamentally new business opportunities, 
fostering digital innovations with distinctive characteristics 
[2][3], with the potential to disrupt traditional businesses [1]. 

To meet the digital transformation challenges and 
accelerate their digitalization via continuous and sustainable 
innovation [4], large firms have built innovation capabilities 
in digital technologies by connecting with startup ecosystems 
[5]. These global firms have adopted a variety of strategies: 
intrapreneurship, setting up startup incubators/accelerators, 
open innovation, investments and equity ownership, and 
startup acquisitions [6]. Recently, a new innovation strategy, 
called excubation, has been adopted by these firms in the 
face of startups, which aims to have some employees work 
outside the company in an accelerator, to explore innovation 
ideas in a limited time frame [7][8]. Startup excubation aims 
to create a new entity, independent from the parent company, 
in the form of a startup focused on digital innovations [7] 
and is considered as a powerful growth driver [8]. 

The steering of digital innovation initiatives led by this 
startup is generally entrusted to an executive and member of 

the firm’s Top Management Team (TMT). In large firms, the 
choice of this executive is dictated by the nature and scope of 
the digital innovation strategy, its relationship to corporate 
strategy [9], and the value and skills/competencies that this 
manager brings [10][11]. The management of the startup’s 
innovations can be entrusted to one of the firm’s executives, 
whose choice may depend on the firm’s digital strategy. If 
the strategy is focused on technology, this executive could be 
the Chief Information Officer (CIO) or the Chief Technology 
Officer (CTO) ; if the digital strategy is focused on data 
management, it could be the Chief Data Officer (CDO) ; if 
the focus is on company-wide innovation, it could be the 
Chief Innovation Officer (CINO) or the CDO, who oversees 
the firm’s digital innovation and transformation. Typically, 
the CDO leads the excubated startup, while the startup’s 
ability to successfully develop and bring digital innovations 
to market reflects the incumbent firm’s strategic agility [12]. 

In these large firms, the CDO is involved in the digital 
innovation management process [13][14]. Since the position 
emerged in the 2000s, practitioners and IS researchers have 
studied the CDO phenomenon [13][14]. Prior studies have 
identified the impacts of CDO skills and competencies on the 
digital transformation of traditional firms [15][16] by 
studying different types of CDO roles [13]-[16], desirable 
skills [17], the nature of digital leadership [18], and 
dimensions of CDO leadership [14]. The firm expects the 
CDO, through their distinctive skills, to positively influence 
the startup’s ability to successfully commercialize digital 
innovations, reflecting a form of strategic agility of the firm. 

Strategic agility has been identified as a key success 
factor for companies [19][20]. Strategic agility represents the 
company’s ability to constantly adjust its strategic axes to 
changing and uncertain environments to deploy innovative 
methods of value creation [19]. Through a combination of 
dynamic capabilities (strategic sensitivity, resource fluidity 
and collective commitment) [19][20], strategic agility refers 
to the ability to act quickly to anticipate change and seize 
opportunities. It is critical for traditional firms driving their 
digital transformation, due to the rapid and unpredictable 
disruptions associated with digital technologies [21]. 

Yet, despite the useful results of these studies, it remains 
unclear why it is relevant to focus on the impact of CDO 
skills and competencies when it comes to the successful 
commercialization of digital innovations carried by large 
firms. One reason is that these studies provide a fragmented 
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picture of the CDO, with the impact of the CDO being 
studied only through a few aspects, such as types of roles 
[15]-[17], the personal, professional, business, and technical 
competencies targeted [18], or the organizational design of 
the CDO role [14]. Moreover, few studies have focussed on 
how or under what conditions individual factors 
(microfoundations) contribute to or support the go-to-market 
routines of digital innovations that, in turn, lead to strategic 
agility for firms that have created an excubated startup to 
address the challenges of their digital transformation [22]. 
This contrasts with large companies that have chosen more 
traditional ways of managing innovation. For example, the 
CDO who drives innovation in the excubated startup must 
enrich their skills/competencies to succeed in this mission, as 
strategic agility is more necessary in this context than when 
the firm has adopted traditional innovation management. 

Drawing on the microfoundations perspective [23][24] 
and the dynamic capabilities approach [25][26], we seek to 
investigate the individual microfoundations of the CDO 
responsible for digital innovation of an excubated startup of 
a large firm and the relationship with the strategic agility of 
that firm. Our objective is to offer a theoretical perspective to 
better understand the microfoundations of strategic agility of 
pre-digital firms. The research question addressed is: How do 
the skills of the CDO (individual microfoundations) influence 
the strategic agility of an incumbent firm, when it has chosen 
to create an excubated startup to successfully introduce 
digital innovations to the market? 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
II, we discuss the theories that are mobilized by conducting a 
literature review to develop our model. In Section III, we 
present the model and proposals. In Section IV, we discuss 
the contributions and implications for theory and practice, 
identify limitations and avenues for future research. 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In this section, we review the literature upon which our 
conceptual model relies, i.e., literature on the creation of 
excubated startups by incumbent firms, on the CDO’s roles 
and distinctive skills in large companies, as well as on 
strategic agility through the microfoundation approach. 

A. Creation of Excubated Startups by Incumbent Firms 

In order to seize the business opportunities brought about 
by digital transformation, several large firms whose success 
was built during the pre-digital economy [1], have decided to 
create external startups focused on digital innovations, in 
order to compete with the leaders in their industry [7][8]. 

This excubation strategy aims to create a new entity, 
autonomous and independent from the parent company, in 
the form of a startup dedicated to the development and 
commercialization of digital innovations [8]. According to 
Géméto et al. [8], excubation “consists in immersing the 
employees of large companies in external startup 
accelerators in order to explore new business opportunities. 
Situated between intrapreneurship and open innovation, 
excubation offers rich lessons on the conditions necessary 
for large companies to succeed in their innovations but also 
to transform themselves into more agile organizations”. It 

aims to offer a more effective alternative to traditional 
approaches to innovation management [7][8], such as the 
development of internal innovation capabilities with 
intrapreneurship; cooperation with open innovation models 
[27] or partnership programs via incubators or accelerators, 
external or internal labs; minority investments in startups, 
partnerships or via investment funds; and the acquisition of 
majority stakes, the buyout, or the acquisition of startups [7]. 

However, these approaches have several limitations [28]. 
First, intrapreneurial projects do not always succeed, due to 
the lack of managers’ entrepreneurial mindset designated by 
the large firm and turned intrapreneurs, limited by the 
internal constraints and the organizational culture of the 
company that deprive them of agility. The use of external 
entrepreneurs recruited to lead these intrapreneurial projects 
is not much more successful than with internal managers, for 
the same reasons, they find it difficult to adapt to the 
constraints of large firms and suffer from a lack of support 
from the TMT [4]. Second, collaborative approaches based 
on open innovation and partnerships between large firms and 
startups are limited by divergent or hardly compatible 
strategies, goals, interests, and cultures. Several studies have 
examined startups that view such collaboration as mere 
window dressing, allowing large firms to communicate their 
ability to innovate and their agility, rather than leveraging 
cooperation and making it a powerful engine of growth 
[5][6]. Moreover, incubators, accelerators, labs/fablabs, may 
suffer from a lack of critical size and real resources to ensure 
their development [6]. Furthermore, the “corporate ventures” 
investment approach [5][6] is difficult to implement, as it 
requires investing large sums of money to obtain a 15% to 
20% stake in startups without having control over them, 
which limits their growth potential. Finally, the process of 
buying or acquiring successful startups requires significant 
investments, even more so for technology startups, as well 
the integration of the startup’s managers and teams into the 
company’s structure and culture remains problematic [5]. 

As a result, excubation, allows employees of a large firm 
to work outside the firm in an external startup accelerator to 
explore an innovation opportunity [7]. Excubation aims to 
address the limitations of usual approaches by combining the 
strength of the large company with the organizational agility 
of the startup [8]. For large corporations that have adopted 
excubation, the benefits are numerous [8]. Examples include 
better alignment between the firm innovation goals and the 
startup’s ability to develop and commercialize innovations, 
the startup’s vocation to act as a growth engine for the parent 
company [5], the operational speed made possible by a team 
mastering rapid development methods, while freeing itself 
from the constraints and administrative procedures of the 
parent company, in order to grow faster [29]. 

More specifically, the excubation of startups has at least 
two benefits for a large firm. The first is that the firm’s CDO, 
whose additional mission is to oversee the startup’s digital 
innovation projects, should have a positive influence on the 
success of the projects, especially because of their skills [30]. 

The second benefit is the company’s increased strategic 
agility, not only because of the startup’s flexible structure, 
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but above all, because of the startup’s superior ability to 
develop and commercialize digital innovations [12]. 

B. CDO’s Roles and Distinctive Skills in Large Companies 

In order to drive digital transformation, large firms have 
created a dedicated role within their TMT and appointed a 
Chief Digital Officer [13][32]. Since the mid-2000s, the 
widespread presence and growing influence of the CDO role 
has been an interesting phenomenon studied by researchers 
and practitioners alike [13]-[16][31][32]. These studies 
suggest that the decision to create a CDO position stems 
from the strategic nature of digital transformation, the 
urgency to drive it, and the need for coordination with other 
functions to define and deploy a digital strategy [21][31]. 

A review of the CDO literature (e.g., [13][14]) shows 
that the presence of the CDO in the strategy and operations 
of large firms can be explained in particular by the CDO’s 
impact on firm performance [18]. This impact can take many 
forms: it can be positive tactical and operational outcomes 
related to maintaining or increasing the firm’s innovation 
capabilities, improving customer engagement via big data 
analytics, or recognizing the strategic nature of the CDO role 
beyond expected responsibilities [16][31]. In contrast, other 
work suggests that the CDO role may be temporary ([14], p. 
16), because it could disappear or merge with other roles. 

This focus on the CDO emphasizes the importance of 
identifying and developing the skills/competencies expected 
of the role. Several recent studies have proposed such skills 
and competencies, which have subsequently allowed for the 
elaboration of CDO role typologies and the characterization 
of the requirements and limitations of each type of CDO role 
[13][14]. This article also aims to explain the conditions for 
the emergence or antecedents of the presence of the CDO 
role, and the skills required to meet digital challenges [15]. 

The following are some examples of prior studies. Haffke 
et al. [13] identified four CDO roles: the digital innovator, 
who innovates on strategies and customer experience; the 
digitization coordinator, who manages transformation and 
monitors change initiatives; the digital advocate, who 
communicates change across business functions to facilitate 
cooperation; and the digital evangelist, who promotes the 
need for and benefits of digital transformation. In the same 
vein, Singh and Hess [14] identify three roles (entrepreneur, 
digital evangelist, coordinator) and five competencies (IT 
competency, change management skills, inspiration skills, 
digital pioneering skills, resilience). Tumbas et al [15][16] 
identify digital capabilities of successful CDOs, which are 
combinations of skills (digital innovation, data analytics, 
customer engagement) and three profiles of CDOs: digital 
accelerator, digital marketer, and digital harmonizer, each 
profile focusing on one of the digital capabilities. Finally, 
Tahvanainen and Luoma [17] identify four categories and 28 
competencies (personal, professional, business, and technical 
competencies) and compare them to those of IT leaders. This 
study identified the CDO as also a business developer and 
change agent. 

C. Strategic Agility through the Microfoundation Approach 

Strategic agility is the ability of a firm to continuously 
adapt to changing contexts [19][20]. Work on strategic 
agility has been done in various streams of research [24], 
such as strategy, management, IS, innovation management, 
digital entrepreneurship, and among practitioners. 

On the other hand, the dynamic capabilities perspective 
[23] [24] emphasizes how firms dynamically reconfigure 
their resources to generate new capabilities and respond to 
unpredictable changes in their environment. Teece [33] 
defines three dynamic capabilities: sensing capability, which 
aims to identify opportunities and threats; seizing capability, 
which aims to seize opportunities; reconfiguring capability, 
which aims to maintain competitiveness by enhancing, 
combining, and reconfiguring firm assets. Prior studies have 
used dynamic capabilities to inform the notion of agility, 
explaining the extent and speed with which firms perform 
reconfiguration of their resources [33][34]. Strategic agility 
is considered a meta-capability, a combination of capabilities 
[19][20][22]. Doz and Kosonen [19][20] posited that 
strategic agility is formed by three dimensions: strategic 
sensitivity, resource fluidity, and collective commitment. 

However, despite the usefulness of these studies, the 
mechanisms at individual level by which a firm’s strategic 
agility manifests itself have yet to be clarified. In particular, 
studies on innovation management, digital entrepreneurship, 
and startup creation by pre-digital firms [5]-[8] show that 
microfoundations emanating from the behaviors and skills of 
key individuals in startups are not well understood, because 
their contributions are aggregated to the organizational level 
of analysis and thus invisible [23]. It is therefore not possible 
to identify individual contributions. Microfoundations reflect 
individual actions that shape strategy and organization [24]. 
Teece [33] defines “the microfoundations of dynamic 
capabilities – the distinct skills, processes, procedures, 
organizational structures, decision rules, and disciplines – 
which undergird enterprise-level sensing, seizing, and 
reconfiguring capacities are difficult to develop and deploy” 
([33], p. 1319). By focusing on microfoundations, we believe 
that the firm strategic agility lies on individuals, processes, 
and interactions, as well as context and structures to function 
[34]. As a result, studying agility beyond the organizational 
level of analysis should improve our understanding. In their 
review of the agility literature, Tallon et al [35] state that 
early conceptualizations of agility focused on the adaptation 
of the organization to the environment, meaning that the 
evolution of the organization depends on its ability to adapt 
to changes in its environment. The authors note that previous 
work on agility has focused on the organization as a unit of 
analysis, and little on individual factors, which would 
explain the challenge of identifying individual contribution. 

III. THEORY DEVELOPMENT AND PROPOSITIONS 

We mobilize the microfoundations perspective with the 
aim of advancing research on the strategic agility of large 
traditional firms. Our position is that the microfoundations 
allow us to extend our understanding of corporate strategic 
agility (macro-level phenomenon) with mechanisms that 
operate at a micro-level (individual microfoundations). More 
precisely, we mobilize Coleman’s framework [36] to study 
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the microfoundations of strategic agility. Indeed, Coleman 
suggested that a macro-level phenomenon (here, the strategic 
agility of large firms) can be explained by the aggregation of 
the actions of an individual actor (the firm’s CDO). These 
actions, in turn, are determined by specific conditions related 
to the individual and are only slightly influenced by macro-
level variables [36]. 

In what follows, we posit that these individual action 
conditions are represented by the CDO’s skills. In line with 
Coleman’s framework (“boat”) [36], these conditions act as 
determinants of the microfoundations of strategic agility. Our 
model considers the actors of the startup’s ecosystem, who 
interact through the CDO’s skills (microfoundations), thus 
stimulating the firm’s strategic agility [31][32]. Fig. 1 gives 
an overview of our model which we describe in this section. 

A. CDO’s Skills/Competencies and Strategic Agility 

We theorize the relationship of the CDO, who drives the 
digital innovations of the excubated startup, through their 
skills/competencies, with the firm’s strategic agility, which is 
represented by the startup’s excubation. As mentioned in our 
literature review, the common thread of these studies lies in 
the distinctiveness of the CDO’s skill/competencies. When 
large firms drive their digital transformation in a changing 
environment, the key skills of the CDO most decisive for 
success are those that contribute to the achievement of the 
role’s main objectives [21][30][32], which can be broken 
down into three categories. 

The first objective of the CDO is to develop and 
successfully implement the digital strategy, which may 
result from merging the firm’s business strategy with the IT 
strategy [3][21]. It should be noted that, depending on the 
digital goals set, the responsibility for driving the digital 
strategy may be assumed – in whole or in part – by a senior 
executive in the TMT other than the CDO. Indeed, the CIO 
could oversee the digital strategy if it is focused on the 
business value of technologies and their uses. It could be the 
CTO, if the focus is on IT infrastructure or platforms, the 
CINO, if the focus is on technological innovations, or the 
Chief Data Officer, if the focus is on data management. The 
Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) may also be a candidate if 
the digital strategy is focused on improving the customer 
engagement and experience [11]. Choosing the right senior 
executive to lead the company’s digital strategy depends on 
the value and skills/competencies they can bring [10][17]. 

 

Figure 1.  Proposed conceptual model. 

The second objective of the CDO touches on the design, 
development, and commercialization of the startup’s digital 
innovations, recognizing the nature of digital innovation, 
conceptualized as “the creation of (and consequent change 
in) market offerings, business processes, or models that 
result from the use of digital technology” ([3], p. 224). 

Finally, the third objective is related to the CDO’s ability 
to provide strategic leadership. The CDO’s strategic 
leadership can be defined as the ability to convince internal 
decision makers and employees of the need to digitally 
transform and to demonstrate the benefits that will come 
from that transformation [14]. The literature on CDOs, like 
that on TMT, emphasizes the bottom-up nature of the 
 

managers’ interactions with the line manager – in the case of 
the CDO, this is the CEO or COO in a large firm – and the 
top-down nature with the supervised teams – in the case of 
the CDO, these teams include the excubated startup’s digital 
innovation management team [31][32]. As such, we posit 
that the unique CDO skills/competencies that can positively 
influence strategic agility focus on digital strategy direction, 
digital innovation management, and strategic leadership. The 
preceding discussion leads us to the following proposals: 

P1a-1c: The CDO (a) digital strategy, (b) digital 
innovation, and (c) strategic leadership skills are positively 
associated with the firm’s strategic agility. 

B. The Moderating Effect of the Innovation Ecosystem 

We theorize the relationship between the actors of the 
startup’s business and innovation ecosystem and the CDO. 
To succeed, the CDO must maintain a close relationship with 
the ecosystem’s actors in which the startup is immersed. The 
concept of business ecosystems was introduced in the 1990s 
by Moore [27][29] and refers to business networks that are 
formed beyond territorial limits, since cooperation between 
firms is on an international scale. The ecosystem refers to 
actors (organizations, firms, startups, universities, investors, 
resources, etc.) that interact to promote innovation. 

Consequently, the CDO’s responsibility is broadened: 
drawing on the CDO skills in digital strategy, digital 
innovation, and strategic leadership, they are led to play a 
role as facilitator between the firm, the excubated startup, 
and its ecosystem [7][8]. This relationship is essential, as the 
startup’s ability to successfully design, prototype, develop, 
and commercialize digital innovations depends on the quality 
of its interactions with its ecosystem [27]. To the extent that 
the CDO plays a facilitating role with the ecosystem actors, 
it follows that the ecosystem exerts a positive influence on 
the relationship between the CDO represented by the three 
core skills/competencies and the firm strategic agility. The 
preceding discussion leads us to the following proposals: 

P2a-2c: The ecosystem in which the startup is immersed 
has a positive moderating effect on the relationship between 
(a) the CDO digital strategy skills and strategic agility; (b) 
the CDO digital innovation skills and strategic agility; and 
(c) the CDO strategic leadership skills and strategic agility. 

C. Strategic Agility and Digital Innovation Success 

We theorize the relationship between the firm’s strategic 
agility and the digital innovation go-to-market success. Like 
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Doz and Kosonen [19][20], we conceptualize strategic 
agility along three dimensions (strategic sensitivity, resource 
fluidity, and collective commitment) and show that each 
dimension promotes innovation market success. 

First, strategic sensitivity allows the firm to obtain useful 
information from its environment, detect opportunities and 
internal constraints according to strategic priorities, market, 
and competitive conditions [19]. Via strategic sensitivity, the 
firm is aware of capabilities, technologies, and processes 
useful for designing, developing, and launching innovations. 
By increasing its strategic sensitivity, the firm will identify 
unmet market needs and changes in its environment, which 
generates favorable conditions for developing and launching 
innovations [19][20]. Thus, we posit that strategic sensitivity 
exerts a positive impact on the successful commercialization 
of the excubated startup’s innovations. 

Second, resource fluidity, another dimension of strategic 
agility, supports effective management of the innovation 
portfolio. The ability to allocate and reallocate resources is 
critical to the development of innovations. When resource 
fluidity increases, internal processes become more flexible 
and easily modified [19]. As resources (financial, human, 
technological, etc.) become more mobile within the firm, 
greater flexibility is achieved, allowing for reorganization or 
redeployment of resources, and supporting strategic goals, 
such as driving digital transformation or managing a 
portfolio of innovations. Resource fluidity plays a key role in 
facilitating the process by which the group reassesses its 
innovation portfolio. Resource (re)allocation leads the firm 
to revise its cost and revenue structure, including that of the 
innovation portfolio, to reflect changing priorities [20]. Thus, 
we posit that resource fluidity exerts a positive influence on 
the market success of innovations managed by the startup. 

Finally, collective commitment, refers to the managerial 
commitment of the company, which fosters organizational 
adaptation in the face of rapid and unexpected changes in the 
environment. Studies on dynamic capabilities suggest that 
when a new opportunity is perceived, management decisions 
must be made quickly to take advantage of that opportunity 
[19]. These collective management decisions are essential for 
internal changes aimed at innovation management processes 
[19]. Obtaining a collective commitment from the TMT, and 
in particular from the CDO, plays a central role in resolving 
conflicts and allows delicate situations to be resolved. As a 
result, we posit that collective commitment positively 
influences the success of bringing innovations managed by 
the startup to market. This leads us to the following proposal: 

P3: Strategic agility (i.e., strategic sensitivity, resource 
fluidity, collective commitment) is positively associated with 
the success of digital innovations managed by the startup 
excubated by a large incumbent firm. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Digital transformation is causing radical changes in the 
way large firms do business. To stay in the race, some of 
them decide to excubate a startup, i.e., to create an external 
startup, involving its ecosystem and allocating resources to 
build a portfolio of innovations to bring them successfully to 
market. The CDO, who oversees the digital innovations of 

the excubated startup, plays a key role as his/her distinctive 
skills positively influence the firm strategic agility. 

We propose a model of this phenomenon in which three 
types of CDO skills/competencies (in digital strategy, digital 
innovation, and strategic leadership) are microfoundations of 
strategic agility (strategic sensitivity, resource fluidity, and 
collective commitment). As well, strategic agility mediates 
the relationship between the CDO skills and the innovation 
go-to-market success. And we postulate that the ecosystem, 
which is critical to the growth of the startup, moderates the 
relationship between CDO skills and strategic agility. 

We believe that this paper makes four contributions. 
First, we contribute to the study of microfoundations by 
conceptualizing the impact of the CDO skills (individual 
microfoundations) responsible for the digital innovations of 
an excubated startup on the strategic agility of a large firm 
leading a digital transformation. This contribution adds to the 
literature on the microfoundations of strategic agility [34], of 
large firms in the context of digital transformation. Second, 
by positing that the ecosystem in which the excubated startup 
is embedded plays moderating roles along microfoundations 
and dimensions of strategic agility, we emphasize the place 
of the ecosystem in the growth of startups. Third, we add 
insights to digital transformation research, in particular, on 
the relationship between dynamic capabilities and digital 
transformation [21]. We study the phenomenon from the 
perspective of CDOs involved in digital innovation. Prior 
studies have taken this approach to explain other digital 
transformation outcomes, such as the determinants of CDO 
performance [32] but neglecting strategic agility. Fourth, 
from a practical perspective, our model should be of interest 
to CDOs managing an innovation portfolio, as it highlights a 
new contribution of CDOs to innovation management. 

We are aware that our model has limitations. First, it has 
only scratched the surface of the relation between strategic 
agility and microfoundations. A growing body of work 
focuses on the microfoundations of strategy [34], suggesting 
that researchers are looking at individual factors to explain 
phenomena at a more micro level. Second, we only included 
the skills/competencies of CDOs that reflect the goals of the 
role. More specific work needs to be done to identify a more 
general set of expected CDO skills in digital innovation. 

Furthermore, our model provides a partial understanding 
of the CDO’s role regarding digital innovation. Therefore, 
our model did not explore other themes related to the skills 
of the CDO, such as digital culture, strategic use of IT, firm’s 
dynamic capabilities during a digital transformation, etc. We 
encourage future research into these relationships, which will 
provide more specific explanations of the role of the CDO. 
In addition, we chose the excubation approach, as it 
represents a strong trend among large firms [7]. Finally, as 
our objective was exclusively to develop a conceptual model, 
we chose not to test the model. The model could be tested by 
operationalizing the CDO’s skills/competencies [17] through 
interviews with CDOs from different industries, following 
for example the approach taken by [14][15], who conducted 
semi-structured and exploratory interviews. We encourage 
future research to test and extend this model to clarify the 
impact of the CDO’s role on digital innovation. 
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